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 Clinical Connections 
SpeechKids/OT Kids, Play Partners, Classroom Connection, and North Shore Teen Center 

2225/2227 Lakeside Drive 
Bannockburn, Il 60015 

 
Image and Audio Recording Model Release 

 
I hereby grant in perpetuity to Crisler Lovendahl (“the recording artist”) the right to take, use, exhibit and 
reproduce videotape and audiotape footage, moving or still photographic pictures and/or portraits, or other 
recorded sounds or images, including derivative works resulting from editing  and/or digitized transformations 
and also including text transcripts of audio (“recordings”) of me and my children named below in return for 
valuable compensation received, whether services, prints, videotapes or audiotape or other copies of the 
recordings, monetary payment, or other benefit, tangible, or intangible.  
 
This release will apply to all images and sounds recorded by the recording artist personally, or made at their 
direction by their agents or employees, [a] in connection with any activity related to the use of services provided 
by Speech Kids / OT Kids, Play Partners, Classroom Connection, or The North Shore Teen Center, [b] or made 
on the premises thereof, today and in the future, and will remain in effect until such time as I revoke this 
authority in writing and deliver this revocation to the recording artist. I understand that any future 
revocation will not affect the grant and release relating to recordings already made under the terms of this 
release. 
 
The recording artist, without further consultation or payment to me, may [1] use these images and for study in 
connection with designing or delivering therapy, educational programs, or other diagnostic or development for 
my child or children; [2] use the recordings for any commercial purpose, including business promotion and 
advertising; [3] include or display recordings in research papers, articles, and other publications; and [4] sell or 
transfer the publication rights to any and all parties as may be required to publish any work authored or edited, 
in whole or in part, by the recording artist. Rights to use, exhibit, publish, reproduce, sell or transfer the 
recordings extend to the recording artist individually and to their heirs and assigns. 
 
Additionally, I hereby waive any right to inspect or approve the finished recordings, the media in which they 
are rendered or reproduced, or any textual commentary or caption or promotional copy associated with the use 
or publication of the recordings. I do grant this privilege to the recording artist and to their heirs and assigns 
without requiring any further compensation now or in the future. 
 
I understand and grant that all recordings, images and sounds and combinations or derivations thereor, made 
by the recording artist remain the sole property of the recording artist for the purpose of commercial use; but 
any prints, slides, or copies of recordings or other media containing the images or sounds which I receive from 
the recording artist may be used without editing or alteration at my discretion for any purpose, except for 
commercial sale or license, without further compensation to the recording artist or designers of the recorded 
images and/or sounds on any reproductions or publication made from their work. 
 
I have read the foregoing release, authorization , and agreement, and warrant that I fully understand the 
contents thereof before affixing my signature below, and that I have the legal authority and/or permission to 
represent my children  named below in this matter. 
 
 Signed:__________________________________________________Date:__________________ 
  

Name:_______________________________________ Children:__________________________ 
 
Address: _______________________________________________________________________ 

  
 Notes: 
 

� I decline permission for image / audio recording. 


